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Elevator Technology

zeta200

Experience new heights.
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thyssenkrupp moves people –
the future of urban mobility.

One World
Trade Center

In 40 short years, we’ve become one of the world’s leading elevator companies
with unique engineering capabilities, offering next-generation solutions like: MULTI,
the ropeless elevator; ACCEL, an accelerated people mover; and MAX, a cloud-based
predictive maintenance service. Whether building a new state-of-the-art system or
optimizing and modernizing existing ones, our solutions deliver crucial energy and
time efficiencies, helping to address the challenges of urbanization and transform
cities into the best places to live.

Customers in

150

countries

Over 900
sales and
service
locations

€ 7.7

We provide smart and innovative
products for a wide variety of
applications:
• Passenger and freight elevators

50,000+

• Escalators and moving walks

employees

• Passenger boarding bridges, gound
support equipment and intelligent
gate systems.

Figures for our Elevator Technology business

A trusted partner
We support our customers throughout their project lifecycle,
from the design to the end-of-life phase. Every step of the way
we strive to fully understand their needs and consistently deliver
the safest, highest quality passenger transportation solutions,
maintenance and modernization packages.

• Stair and platform lifts
Through our International Technical Services, a global network of
centers of excellence, thyssenkrupp trains its service technicians in
a multibrand portfolio, enabling them to successfully service more
than 1.3 million units under maintenance. This is a unique concept
in the industry and an invaluable advantage for our customers.

• Customized service and
modernization solutions

Mercedes Benz

thyssenkrupp – the diversified industrial group
engineering.tomorrow.together – three words that describe who we are, what we do, and how we do it. Driven by global
megatrends such as urbanization and the need for efficient use of environmental resources, our global community of
more than 158,000 colleagues works together with our customers to harness our engineering expertise and strive for
technological and business solutions that satisfy the demand for “more” in a “better” way.

Shanghai World Financial Center

Find out more: www.thyssenkrupp.com
thyssenkrupp Quartier
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zeta200
experience
new heights.
Providing outstanding performance at high speed,
zeta200 is an innovative solution for high-rise
commercial projects.
Offering premium car designs and intelligent elevator
enhancements, passengers will enjoy a spacious and
premier elevator experience.

Designed for

Specification

• Commercial and residential
buildings
• Mixed-use buildings

• Rated speed: 3.0m/s - 6.0m/s
• Max. number of floors: ≤90
• Rated load: 750kg - 1,600kg

Increase your returns
A choice of intelligent elevator enhancements such as AGILE
increases your building’s efficiency and productivity.

Instill pride in your building
From stylish hall door designs to in-cabin aesthetics and usability
features; zeta200 extends your building’s style into the elevator.

Provide a stylish experience
With a focus on ergonomic design features, in-car atmosphere and
pleasing aesthetics, every detail of zeta200 has been carefully
considered from entry to exit.
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References.

Latifa Tower in UAE
Keangnam Hanoi
Landmark Tower in Vietnam
41 gearless elevators
(up to 7.0m/sec)
31 geared & MRL elevator
(up to 1.75m/sec)

4 TWIN elevator systems
(4 and 6m/sec)
9 gearless elevators
(up to 6m/sec)
6 MRL elevators
(1m/sec)

COEX Convention &
Exhibition Center in Korea
FKI Tower in Korea
37 elevators
(including 8 units in high speed)

24 elevators
(including 11 units in high speed)

MENARA AM BANK in Malaysia
The Sharp Centum Star in Korea
28 elevators

16 gearless elevator
(up to 5.0m/sec)
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Increase your returns.

Antique classic (L-Series 1)
A regal style delivering opulent grandeur through its classical rendering.

A choice of trend-based cabin designs to enhance your building’s premium.

Professional design.
Our team of experienced designers has studied the latest interior design trends to bring you a
range of premium quality cabins that will enhance the look and feel of any building. We oﬀer a
range of top quality materials including patterned designs and embossed 3D textures, that add
luxurious visual and tactile dimensions to the cabins.

Installed with AGILE, to reduce travel time.

Ceiling
LX-01

Wall
Bonded metal (Mazhatran), Pattern AI gold
molding (10mm), Stainless steel mirror,
Art glass + LED logo, High glossy (Bronze),
Ti-gold hairline trim (5mm)

Door
ETX pattern

AGILE is our state-of-the-art elevator enhancer designed to optimise traﬃc flow and improve
performance in real-time to make your building more eﬃcient. Using smart Destination Controls
(DSC) to assign specific elevators to passengers, this reduces waiting and traveling time by 25%
and increases usage capacity by 30%. AGILE also allows you to manage all your elevators from
one central location, adapt elevator operations to meet changing traﬃc conditions and integrates
into your existing security system.

COP
Smart COP (Touch type)

Handrail
HRR-01E / Polishing

Floor
Marble (By local supplier)
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Luxury classic (L-Series 2)

European style (L-Series 3)

Reminiscent of a chocolate box resplendent in gold, with a chandelier-inspired ceiling
and luxurious wall textures.

An elegant, contemporary design, emphasizing stylish accents to create a high-end,
comfortable atmosphere.

Ceiling

Ceiling

LX-02

LX-03

Wall

Wall

Architecture metal (Chardonnay), Ti-gold
bead blast, ETX pattern, AI gold molding
(10mm), PTX graphic, PTX wood pattern

Metal plus (Doosik pattern), AI silver molding
(10mm), TS mirror, High glossy (Champagne
gold), Stainless steel mirror trim (10mm)

Door

Door

ETX pattern

High glossy (Champagne gold)

COP

COP

FRP-TK77

FS-TK11NCG

Handrail

Handrail

HRR-01E / Polishing

HRR-01E / Polishing

Floor

Floor

Marble (By local supplier)

Marble (By local supplier)
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Mono glossy style (M-Series 3)
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Instill pride in your building.

A dazzling minimalism using light, glass and simple patterns to create this warm,
glossy reflective interplay.

From stylish hall door designs to in-cabin aesthetics and usability features;
zeta200 extends the style and experience of your building into the elevator.

Ceiling
LX-05

Wall
Art glass, Stainless steel, High glossy
graphic, AI Silver molding (10mm)

A broad selection of materials
to create the elevator your
building deserves.

Door
High glossy graphic

COP
FS-TK11N

Handrail
HRR-01E / Polishing

Floor
Marble (By local supplier)

Each design creates an opportunity for you to really make the
elevator part of your building’s experience.

Stylish fixtures that will make
your building stand out.
Choose from diﬀerent control panels, ceiling designs,
and door options.
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Door colours to suit your lobby style.
Make the first impression count. Choose a lobby door that enhances your building’s interior design.

Classic Design Type 1

Classic Design Type 3

Door

Door

Ti-bronze mirror bead blast (NSP coating) +
Laser graphic (LM-05)

Ti-bronze mirror laser graphic (LM-03)

Jamb
Jamb

Stainless steel mirror

Ti-bronze mirror bead blast (NSP coating)

Indicator
Indicator

HD-55D

HD-S-20D

LOP
LOP

BSL-TK11N

BSK-TT44

LIOP
LIOP

BSL-TK11ND

BSK-TT-44D

Hall lantern
Hall lantern

LV-04 / Stainless steel mirror

HL-330 / Ti-bronze mirror bead blast
(NSP coating)

Classic Design Type 2
Door
Ti-gold bead blast laser graphic (LM-04)

Jamb
Ti-gold bead blast (NSP coating)

Indicator
HD-S-20D

LOP
BSK-TK77B

LIOP
BSK-TT77BD

Door

Modern design

Ti-gold bead blast laser graphic (LM-04)

Door

Jamb

Stainless steel mirror bead blast
(NSP coating) + Laser graphic (LM-05)

Ti-gold bead blast (NSP coating)

Indicator
HD-S-20D

LOP
BSK-TK77B

Hall lantern
LV-10 / Ti-gold bead blast

Jamb
Stainless steel mirror bead blast

Indicator
HD-S-20D

LOP
BSK-TK77B

LIOP
BSK-TK77BD

Hall lantern
LV-10 / Ti-gold bead blast
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Provide a stylish experience.

Premium fixtures.

By identifying what is important for users in both the commercial and residential sectors,
we can make sure every detail of your elevator experience is comfortable and effortless.

Smart COP (push or touch).
T his stylish, asymmetric design uses leather with real stitches, providing a soft, elegant texture.
In contrast, the blue car indicator lights present a sharp, redefined urbanness.

Ergonomic interface
Designed for optimal user convenience,
based on a wide range of customer
feedback and experiential research.

Ergonomic LCD display.

Smart COP.

With a focus on usability, the new colourful LCD display is
tilted to reduce light reflection, making the information easier
to read.

An elevator Car Operating Panel with revolutionary features
such as enhanced security system and various registration
interfaces to increase both usability and aesthetics.

Push type

Touch type

The image moves in the direction of the elevator to give a
reassured ‘visual sense’ of movement, and a day-night mode
lends a sense of time.
The buttons are smartly positioned to facilitate access to the
most used floors.
Hand writing

Black box carmera

RFID card reader
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Slim LOP / LIOP.

AGILE.
Large kiosk

Beautifully curved and rounded towards the edges, this state-of-the-art design suits
the most contemporary of buildings. .

Small kiosk

247mm
355mm

Wall covers
118mm

236mm
Black anodized aluminum frame with black-edged screen

Pedestals (option)
HD-S-20D

Push type

Touch type

Half-Height
(Standard or slim version,
Large or small width)

BSK-TK77B

BSK-TK77BD

BSK-TT44D

BSK-TT44

BSM-TK77G

BSM-TT44A

Standing

Embedded

Full-Height

(Large or small width)

(Large or small width)

(Slim version only,
Large or small width)
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New tilted screen COP.

Premium LOP / LIOP.

Now with a range of colour options to match your cabin design and
tilted screens to facilitate easy viewing.

This sharp, squared oﬀ design comes in crisp silver, smart black or lavish gold. Designed as a premium accent to
any building.

BSO-TK11NRBD

BSO-TK11NRB

BSN-TK11NBD

BSN-TK11NB

BSL-TK11ND

Classic LOP / LIOP.
With soft edges and smooth round buttons, this classic style adds a clean and subtle finish to any design.

HD-55D
FS-TK11N

FS-TK11NCG

FS-TK11NRB

FS-TK11NB

FSH-TK11NB

FSH-TK11NRB

FSH-TK11N

FSH-TK11NCG

FS-TK11N

BPS-TK77DTW

BPS-TK77D

BPS-TK77

BSL-TK11N

Light switch by others

Power socket and shaft
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Technical specification.

